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It's a fun, classic and very challenging little space shooter! This is a slightly changed version, adapted for Steam, from the
Commodore 64.

I've hardly noticed any input lag at all, and the emulation seeems to run perfectly lag free, locked and sync'd at 50hz PAL, so
everything moved about smooth as butter. All this is currently running on VICE 3.1 emulation.

The music sounds very nice, and isn't too repetitive, the graphics and colour pallette usage are well above average. :)

Highscores save automatically, can be reset too. You can enable and disable scanlines, too.

. nice game, nice community, so much LOL while playing with other player

i really love ball game. This game is absolutely brilliant. It's a puzzle platformer in the purest sense, as the platforms themselves
become the puzzle.

I am blown away by how clever the developers were with such a simple mechanic. And it's beautiful too!. I really hate to do a
bad review, but this game (in my opinion anyway) was probably one of the worst games ive played in a long time. Bad
graphics\/gameplay, the sound would suddenly cut out, and the story\/ gamplay didnt make any sense.

I played it for a while and it just ended up crashing on me, which is just as well because I was not enjoying the
game\/experience anyway.
. Super fun quick little game. Pucks flying at your face are scary.
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This really does take me back to the game called "Jones" some time ago! Great upgrade!. I very much enjoyed this game. I just
lost track of time flying around and didn't realise it had been more than an hour. It reminds me of the fun I had flying around in
the birdman mode in Pilotwings 64.

There is a lot to explore on what otherwise appears to be a fairly small island, and I still feel like I missed stuff the first time
around.

I would totally recommend this to anyone looking for a relaxing game to unwind to.. CONSTRUCT ADDITIONAL PYLONS.

Yeah, this is a game you can win by zerg rushing every time.

A half-decent mobile game badly ported to PC, as aggravating as enjoyable, with cutesy graphics and a completely dead
multiplayer. (Sucks that 4 of its 11 achievements are based on winning multiplayer matches, though it only takes one for 2 of
them.) Some problems are the port, but some are just built in.

The only way this game could be more casual is being pay-to-win (no freemium, yay), with its bright cheery graphics, easy
money, and small levels that only take a dozen rounds each with little strategy. Although the day\/night cycle SHOULD offer a
game-changing twist, the water\/ice is just an occasional convenience, and almost every single-player level can be easily won by
zerg rushing the enemy. The AI isn't very strong, and the first player has an almost insurmountable advantage thanks to the order
battles occur. There's zero randomness, zero specials, and once you know the units you can quickly min-max the game and win
everything. A 4X player will find almost no depth here.

And yet I think it's kind of cool. It gives some random casual iPhone-like entertainment in between meatier games, and making
tons of units and wiping out everything can be surprisingly cathartic. I just wouldn't pay much for it.

I wish it had been fully made for the PC, because so many things require you to sweep your mouse from one end of the screen
and back just to give orders. It's ok for a touchscreen, though it'd still have some issues there, but a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with a mouse. Aside from that, having no way to cancel an accidental order is annoying,
the music sometimes skips, and the text and animations are interminable. No option menu at all.

Wait for a sale and give it a go. It's no Highborn, but it might amuse you.. Saw this game at Indiecade 2017 (pretty sure) and was
waiting for it to come out.

Point and click adventure game with collectathon and puzzle elements. Every level sticks to its aesthetic and is fun to play and
very nice to look at; the vaporwave/internet computer style doesn't get old because of the variety within and across the different
levels. Satisfying amount of exploration and discovery. Missions vary and don't get old or too drawn out; never an excess
amount of missions to prolong the length of the game.

Took my sweet♥♥♥♥♥time exploring everything and garnering as many likes as I could and I had an extremely fun time. The
highest points for me were the humor, level design, and visuals. Overall, it was worth the wait and I had an extremely fun time
playing through it all.. I own Shower with Your Dad Simulator 2015 and I'm ashamed I bought this garbage.

15 minutes to complete the entire thing, and that's only because I didn't know what the heck a cornice was. Turns out the dev
didn't either, or just used a really awful translation website.
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